Cell surface oligosaccharide modulation during differentiation: VI. The effect of biomodulation on the senescent and neoplastic cell phenotype.
These investigations test the hypothesis developed previously, that there are biomolecules which control and integrate cellular differentiation. Our specific interest in cellular differentiation lies in the area of what we refer to as basal or primitive cellular differentiation mechanisms. These mechanisms are common to all cells, and are required for simple recognition and growth regulation. We have investigated two models, the IMR-90 human fetal lung fibroblast model as a representative of normal growth control, and the CG model, canine glioma cells, a transplantable growth transformed cell line. These two models represent normal, and aberrant cellular differentiation control. In previous studies we have shown that the arrangement of the cell surface oligosaccharide structure on these cell types are predictive of phenotypic transition. We have developed, and partially characterized a series of BIOMODULATORS (BM) which delay the onset of display of neoplastic cells. Three classes of BIOMODULATOR have been explored; (1) a large molecular weight natural product (25-35 kDa), PokeWeed Mitogen (PWM); (2) a small molecular weight natural product (500 Da) Cellular Activator and Differentiator (CAD) and a number of natural and synthetic analogs; and (3) an indolizidine alkaloid natural product, Swainsonine (Sw) which has a known cellular target (oligosaccharide biosynthesis). Preliminary data is presented which structurally links some of these BIOMODULATORS in terms of their effective stereochemistry. These BIOMODULATORS, when used before PDL 38, prevent the cell surface oligosaccharide display changes typical of morphological senescence and delay their onset to PDL 100 or more. These BIOMODULATORS also appear to have regulatory effects on the neoplastic cell models. This re-regulation results in increases in generation time and an increase in the ability of these cells to be recognized by cytotoxic lymphocytes. Proton NMR linewidth measurements of the fraction of 'bound' water associated with the cellular surface of treated and untreated cell populations showed induced physical changes in the cell surface related to the use of the BIOMODULATOR and correlated to the oligosaccharide display changes. These data were interpreted as indicating an increase in the organizational level of these cells. The data for normal and neoplastic cell populations are compared and contrasted in an effort to form the basis for an analytical approach to the control and integration of differentiation mechanisms.